A quantization condition due to the boundary conditions and the compatification of the light cone space-time coordinate x − is identified at the level of the classical equations for the right-handed fermionic field in two dimensions. A detailed analysis of the implications of the implementation of this quantization condition at the quantum level is presented. In the case of the Thirring model one has selection rules on the excitations as a function of the coupling and in the case of the Schwinger model a double integer structure of the vacuum is derived in the light-cone frame. Two different quantized chiral Schwinger models are found, one of them without a θ-vacuum structure. A generalization of the quantization condition to theories with several fermionic fields and to higher dimensions is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light-cone quantization (LCQ) has been considered recently as an appropriate framework for a non-perturbative study of relativistic quantum field theory [1] [2] [3] . The structure of the vacuum and bound states are examples of ingredients which have a very different description in LCQ compared with canonical equal-time quantization. This opens the possibility to get a new perspective on basic problems like the mechanism of confinement in non-abelian gauge theories by the use of different quantization schemes.
From a technical point of view a property of the quantization in the light cone which plays a crucial role in the present work is that it is naturally defined over a manifold with nontrivial topology. This can easily be understood from the form of the dispersion relation in the light-cone
2 . In order to be able to get the light-cone energy k − from this expression one considers discrete light-cone quantization (DLCQ) [4] , i.e., a compactified x − coordinate, −L ≤ x − ≤ L, leading to discrete non-zero values for the light-cone longitudinal momentum k + .
The aim of this paper is to explore physical effects whose explanation is related to this implicit difference in topology from standard spacetime quantization. We concentrate the discussion on the simplest system, two-dimensional field theory, and as a tool the path integral formulation, which has proved to be very useful at least at a formal level in the derivation of the fundamental aspects of quantum field theory, is used. In the next section we consider quantum mechanics as a toy model to illustrate the general framework of the discussion. In section 3 we study the Thirring model; following the standar representation of the fermion self-coupling by an auxiliary vector field we find a quantization condition on the integral of the vector field along a constant x − closed line. When the relation between the auxiliary field and the fermion current is taken into account and one considers a coupling g 2 such that g 2 /π is a rational number then the quantization condition translates into a restriction on the possible values of the number of left-handed fermions, a result obtained previously [5] by other means. In section 4 similar arguments are applied to the Schwinger model and the same quantization condition of the Thirring model is obtained with the auxiliary field replaced by the gauge field. In this case there is no algebraic relation between the vector field and the fermion density; as a consequence of the quantization condition on the integral involving the A − component one finds a restriction on the asymptotic behavior at x + equal to plus or minus infinity for the zero mode (x − independent component) of the scalar field whose derivative with respect to x + gives the A + component. This asymptotic behavior is given in terms of a second integer leading to a double integer structure for the model. We end up in section 5 with a brief discussion of possible generalizations including the case with more than one fermionic field where the quantization condition appears as an equation por the x − path ordered exponential of the integral of an appropriate non-abelian A − field over the constant x − closed line.
II. A QUANTUM MECHANICAL EXAMPLE
In [5] we showed that for the Thirring model in the light cone, the composite
is quantized and we argued also that this quantization is due to S 1 × ℜ topology induced by the light cone frame. In this section we will show that this quantization rule is quite natural and it is always present in the quantization of physical systems when periodic or antiperiodic boundary conditions are assumed.
We illustrate our argument considering the quantum mechanics of a particle with an
where V = V (x), W = W (x) and x and ψ are bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom respectively. In order to compute Z we must fix the boundary conditions as follows
and the partition function after integration over fermionic degrees of freedom becomes
The fermionic determinant, as usual, is n λ n where λ n are the eigenvalues of the onedimensional Dirac operator i∂ t + W , namely
Equation (5) can be formally integrated out and the exact solution is
and using (3), one finds
∀ n ∈ Z.
On the other hand a quantization condition similar to the flux quantization condition found in [5] for the Thirring model can be derived directly from the equation of motion for the fermion variable ψ
with the boundary condition ψ(T ) = −ψ(0); one finds the condition
However (7) and (9) are compatible if and only if λ n = 0 is one of the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator.
The flux quantization condition gives a restriction on the possible trayectories x(t). The path integral (4) is decomposed in topological sectors and it is replaced by a sum (over m)
of integrals of the trayectories satisfying (9) . In general one can introduce a new parameter θ and an additional weight e imθ to each sector.
As a simple example that shows explicitly the physical meaning of the flux quantization condition, let us consider a linear function W = λx. In this case (9) becomes
If one introduces the decomposition in modes
then the flux quantization condition fixes the zero mode x (0) in terms of the integer m
and the sum over topological sectors replaces the integral over the zero mode in the original path integral (4).
For other choices of W one has similar results, a relation (which will be more involved)
between the zero mode x (0) and the integer m but the physical meaning of the flux quantization condition (9) is the same. 
which, eliminating the auxiliary vector field A µ , reproduces the lagrangian of the massless Thirring model in ligth cone coordinates x ± = t ± x. In order to identify the consequences of the boundary conditions on the fermionic field at x − = ±L we consider the solution of the equation (i∂ − + A − )ψ R = 0 for the rigth-handed fermionic field
The most general boundary conditions compatible with charge conjugation symmetry are
. In order to have a solution for ψ R compatible with the boundary conditions, the auxiliary field component A − has to satisfy the restriction
On the other hand if one eliminates the auxiliary field component A + , one finds
L ψ L and the restriction on the auxiliary field component A − can be translated into a
giving an important information on the non-perturbative spectrum of the model [5] .
One can also see how the standard analysis of the model based on bosonization is modified due to the presence of a compact light-like dimension. In this case one has to consider the
together with the two-dimensional representation of the (auxiliary) vector field in terms of the derivatives of two scalar fields. Using ligth-cone coordinates, with −L ≤ x − ≤ L, one
We have made explicit in the expansion the zero mode A
− ,
which instead of being a function of x + becomes a discrete variable as a consequence of the restriction (15) due to the boundary conditions.
When the result for the fermionic effective action
where the regularization arbitrariness has been fixed by conservation of the vector current, is combined with the x − -expansion of A ± one finds
where ∆χ 0 = dx
The bosonized action S T h bos is obtained by adding to (21) the term quadratic in the auxiliary field of the original lagrangian (13),
The bosonized action is a sum of terms (non-zero modes) quadratic in the derivatives of two scalar fields in a two dimensional space with −L ≤ x − ≤ L plus a contribution of the zero modes which involves the discrete variable A The first restriction on these zero modes comes from the relation
which is the quantization condition (16) with Q L replaced by the number n L of left-handed fermions at fixed x + .
In the case of antiperiodic boundary conditions g 2 /π has to be a rational number with even denominator, g 2 /π = p/2q and the number of left-handed fermions has to be a multiple of q, n L = qn L . The integer N which fixes the value of the discrete variable A
− (see (15)) is given by
If one introduces an aditional weight factor e iθN to each sector, the sum over N can be easily evaluated using the only term which depends on the zero modes, e 
with integer M.
Taking into account that A + = −2g 2 ψ † R ψ R and the dependence of ψ R on x − given by the solution (14) for the right-handed field, one has an auxiliary field component A + which does not depend on x − . This means that one can take χ n = 0 in the mode expansion and also that ∆χ 0 can be reexpressed in terms of the original fermionic variables:
Then the quantization condition for ∆χ 0 (25) can be written in the form
where the integer n R is the number of right-handed fermions for fixed x − . From this relation one concludes that θ/2π has to be also a rational number,
and the number of righthanded fermions is restricted by the condition that m − p(p + 2q)n R has to be a multiple of 4q.
In the case of periodic boundary conditions one has a trivial solution to the quantization condition for the zero modes with n L = 0. In this case N = 0 and there is no possibility to introduce an angle θ, g 2 /π can be any real number and the zero modes do not appear in the action. Together with this trivial case there is another solution to the quantization condition for the zero modes which requires g 2 /π to be a rational number as in the case of antiperiodic boundary conditions, g 2 /π = p/q. In this case one also finds that the number of left-handed fermions is a multiple of q, n L = qn L and the integer N is in this case N = −pn L . The quantization condition for ∆χ 0 which results from the sum over N with an aditional weigth factor e iθN is
In this case one finds that θ/2π has to be a rational number,
and the number of right-handed fermions has to be such that m − p 2 n R is a multiple of q.
We end up this section emphasizing that the light-cone quantization provides new nonperturbative information that in the usual spacetime quantization we cannot see. In particular, the existence of new excitations, the zero modes and the preponderant role played by the boundary conditions are new ingredients that are absent in the spacetime quantization
IV. SCHWINGER MODEL
The analysis in the previous section of the implications on the quantization of a com- 
Using the x − -expansion of the gauge field one has
The sum of the fermionic effective action (21) and the gauge field action (29) leads to the bosonized action of the Schwinger model
Together with the zero mode contribution already found in the Thirring model, we have an action for the combination χ − φ of the two scalar fields which appear in the twodimensional decomposition of the gauge field. The fact that only one combination of the two scalars fields appear in the action is a consequence of gauge invariance. From the relative coefficient of the two terms involving χ n − φ n one reproduces the well known mass gap of the model (m 2 = e 2 /π).
It is also clear that introducing an external source J µ one has
and
which reproduces the conservation of the vector current and the anomaly in the axial current. 
It is remarkable that, although one has
and then apparently a trivial vacuum structure, the two integer structure of the Schwinger model [7] is easily derived from the contribution of the zero modes (N corresponding to the zero mode of the A − component and M corresponding to the zero mode of A + ).
The analysis of the implications of a light-like compact coordinate in the quantization of a theory with a dynamical vector field can also be applied to the chiral Schwinger model.
There are two different models
In the first case the equation for the right-handed field does not involve the vector field and there is no quantization condition on the zero modes of the vector field. The effective fermionic action is given in this case by
where, as a consequence of the chiral coupling, the non-local contribution involves only the A + component and the local term has a coeficient with a regularization dependent parameter a due to the lack of gauge invariance [8] . The bosonized action, obtained by using the decomposition of the vector field in terms of two scalar fields (18), is
Note that in this case there is no quantization condition on the zero mode of A − and θ-vacua are absent, a result derived recently [9] in the light-cone hamiltonian formulation.
In the chiral model with an interacting right-handed component one has the same quantization condition (15) on the zero mode of A − as in the Schwinger model and the bosonized action is
The treatment of the zero modes is similar to the gauge invariant case with the quantization condition for ∆χ 0 (34) replaced by Lie algebra valued vector field and also a generalization of the boundary condition for the rigth-handed field ψ R (x + , L) = e 2πiΓ ψ R (x + , −L) with a matrix Γ in internal space. One will have in this case a non-abelian generalization of the quantization condition (15),
where P x − denotes a path ordering on the light-like coordinate x − . The study of the consequences of this quantization condition in a non-abelian generalization of the Thirring model as well as in models with dynamical vector fields deserves further investigation.
A second generalization of the present work is to try to go beyond two space-time dimensions. In higher dimensions the solution of the right-handed fermion field equation can be expressed also as a path-ordered exponential
Then the choice of periodic or antiperiodic boundary conditions for the right-handed fermionic field in light-like coordinate x − leads to a higher dimensional quantization condi-
which is more difficult to analyze than the two dimensional case due to the presence of the additional transverse coordinates x ⊥ . This should be the starting point for a study of the consequences of a compactified light-like coordinate x − on the quantization of a theory with a massless fermionic field.
